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Usability: The extent to which a 
product can be used by specified users 
to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction 
in a specified context of use (  9241). ISO

How 
can you specify a 

product’s future user, goal and 
context of use?, Particularly when 

a product’s future use situation is 
dynamic? And if you can, how 

should you deal with this?
Definition dynamic use situations
We define dynamic use situations as situations of products with varying user 
characteristics, varying purposes and/ or varying contexts of use. Characteristics of users 
include skills, knowledge and experiences. The context of use comprises the physical 
environment as well as objects and persons within this environment. The figure below 
shows some examples of products with a dynamic use situation.

Research objectives
The objective of this research is to develop a method that supports designers in 
dealing with dynamic use situations.

The research approach consists of the following steps:

- Definition of problem and criteria that the design method should meet

- Theoretical assessment of current user centered design methods on these criteria

- Study on the current situation which tries to answer the following questions

lTo what extend are designers aware of relevant dynamic use situation aspects 
that influence usability?

lHow are these relevant use situations captured, communicated and 
implemented?

- Development of the new design method

- Evaluation of the method in an academic and business environment

This is an iterative process in which some steps can be conducted parallel.

Levels of dynamic use aspects
Variation of use situation aspects can take place on different levels: within a use session, 
between use sessions and between products. We distinguish these levels because we 
believe that the means by which a design should accomodate it’s use situations depends 
on the level of dynamics

Product series

Single product

Use sessionThis level contains aspects that vary 
during a use session, for example 
the environment during the use of a 
GPS (location) or a supermarket 
(products) checkout.

This level contains aspects that vary 
between use sessions, for example 
the goal of using a ladder (cleaning 
or painting) or characteristics 
(experience) and goals of users of a 
copying machine.

This level contains aspects that vary 
between products, for example 
preferences of different users. 

Design for dynamic use situations
Development of a design method that supports designers in dealing with 
dynamic usability

Examples of products with a dynamic use situation

Levels of dynamic use aspects

Examples of dynamic use aspects of a bike

This figure shows an example of use 
situation aspects and their dynamics levels 
of a bike. The aspects can influence one 
or more usability issues for particular 

product designs. The solutions that 
are created to tune to these 

aspects seem to depend on 
the dynamics level
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Upright, forwards

Preferred body 
position

Daylight<> dark

Lightness

0 - 9 Beaufort
Back <> front

Wind

0 - x%

Slope

P5 - P95 = x mm 
- y mm

Leg length

Bike computer, 
stopwatch, 
mobile phone 

User 
experience with 

Adjustment

P5 - P95 = x mm 
- y mm

Leg length

Adjustment
Dynamics on a lower 
level needs easier 
adjustment: compare 
adjusting seat height for 
a personal bike and a 
rent bike Session level

Product level

Series level

On a high level only a bike’s environment is 

dynamic. However, when we look at the 

dynamic use situation aspects  in more 

detail, the complexity of the bike’s possible 

use situations and how they influence 

usability becomes clear.

Example
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